MAJOR REQUIREMENTS

• Intro: Ec11
• Data: Ma 3, Ec122
• Theory: Ec172
• BEM courses:
  (recommend take BEM 102 & 103 first)
  BEM 102
  BEM 103
  BEM 104
  BEM 105
  BEM 110
• 5 additional advanced from any BEM course or from:
  Ec105, Ec121ab, Ec129
  Ec130, Ec135, Ec160abc
  PS12, Psy13, ACM113
  ACM116, An127, Ma112a
  Ma144ab
  (or other courses with permission of EM option representative)
• 45 extra unis in courses in math, science, social science or engineering
  (number 10+, intro labs do not count)
• Writing requirement: En/Wr 84
  (or 3-unit course in oral communication + scientific writing requirement course)
  (must be taken for grade)

REMAINING HSS CORE REQUIREMENTS FOR MAJORS:
• Two intro Hum courses
• Two advanced Hum courses
MAJOR REQUIREMENTS

• Intro: Ec11
• Theory: Ec121a,b & Ec172
• Data: Ma3 & Ec122
• Applied Micro: Ec105 or Ec135
• Macro/Growth: Ec129 or Ec130 or Ec140
• 45 extra advanced SS or Econ units
  Any Econ100+
  Any SS100+
  BEM other than BEM102
  ACM 113
  ACM 116
• 45 extra unis in advanced (100+) courses in math, science, social science or engineering
• Writing requirement: En/Wr 84
  (or 3-unit course in oral communication + scientific writing requirement course)
  (must be taken for grade)

REMAINING HSS CORE REQUIREMENTS FOR MAJORS:

• Two intro Hum courses
• Two advanced Hum courses
MAJOR REQUIREMENTS

• Intro: PS 12
• Theory: PS132
• Data: Ma 3, Ec122
• Four courses taken from:
  PS 120  PS123  PS130
  PS135  PS139  Law/PS 148ab
  Ec172
• Research seminar: PS99ab
• 36 extra advanced units (course number 100+) in SS, PolSci, Econ, Psy or History
• 36 extra unis in advanced (100+) courses in math, science, social science or engineering

REMAINING HSS CORE REQUIREMENTS FOR MAJORS:

• Two intro Hum courses
• Two advanced Hum courses